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Chapter 171 The BOSS and the minions come together 

the minions had to be pulled by meat shields, and as long as they were caught, the position of the meat 

shields could no longer be exchanged. 

However, although the position of the tank could no longer be swapped, the support could still choose 

who to heal. 

“Pay attention when you add blood to the support. Divide two more people and add blood to the people 

who can’t hold on.” 

When Feng Yun realm saw Zhang Shan’s Panda baby, he did not feel any pressure. 

he quickly adjusted the support lineup. the tank in the front row couldn’t be adjusted, but the support 

could still be adjusted. 

The support was protected inside anyway. 

As long as the outer perimeter did not collapse, they would be very safe. 

After the initial chaos, Feng Yun realm quickly adjusted the healing targets of the support. 

they quickly stabilized the formation. 

The meat shield in the front row steadily pulled all the monsters, not letting a single one escape. 

The others quickly dealt damage and tried to clear this group of monsters as soon as possible. 

godly equipment bro’s enhanced diamond scroll is amazing. My defense is almost 3000 now. It would be 

great if I had this kind of defense when fighting bosses. 

feng yun’s little secretary said emotionally as she killed the monsters. 

don’t think too much. It’s already good enough that you can take care of the small monsters. 

“that’s right. besides, do we even need you to tank the BOSS? With that small body of yours, you’re far 

inferior to the Panda baby.” 

f * ck, can you stop comparing me to the boss’s Panda baby every time? it’s just a Hunter’s pet. 

why can’t we compare? you can’t even compare to a pet, and you still have the face to be a meat 

shield? ” 

hehe, the little Secretary is about to lose her presence. She’s worse than a beast. 

Secretary Feng Yun was speechless. He did not want to speak anymore. 

There were two to three hundred berserk elite monsters surrounding the fifty of them. From a distance, 

new monsters would join in the attack from time to time. 

Although Zhang Shan and the others were all trying their best to deal damage, the number of monsters 

they defeated was not as many as the number of new monsters. 



f * ck, there are more and more monsters. I still can’t hold on. 

Even though everyone’s equipment wasn’t bad. However, not every tank had the same equipment and 

skills as the Secretary. 

They were all big shots, but there was still a gap in strength. 

As the number of monsters increased, a few of The Guardian Warriors could not hold on any longer. 

no, we can’t do this. Otherwise, we’ll collapse immediately. We’ll maintain our formation and slowly 

retreat. 

yes, we’ll retreat slowly and let the newly joined monsters run further away. That will buy us more time. 

that’s right. There aren’t many monsters on the second floor anyway. There are only about 1000 of 

them. As long as we take down a group first, the number of monsters later on will only decrease. That’ll 

make things easier. 

everyone slowly retreated to the entrance of the dungeon. 

However, these small monsters had to run further to attack them. 

it was equivalent to buying them a lot of time. 

Zhang Shan and the others quickly dealt damage. One by one, the monsters were defeated by them. The 

number of monsters in the dungeon was constant. 

One down meant one less. 

Especially Zhang Shan. His current attack was over 9000, which meant that he was an elite monster with 

100000 HP. 

he could basically be defeated in ten hits, and his attack speed was especially fast. 

It didn’t take long for them to defeat a large number of elite monsters. 

he aimed his gun in the direction that he saw more monsters. 

It would reduce the pressure on the meat shields in that direction. 

The damage output of the others, compared to Zhang Shan, was a little far behind. 

Most of them only had an attack power of slightly over 2000, and some of them even had less than 

2000. 

Their attack speed wasn’t fast enough, so it took a lot of time to defeat each monster. 

But overall, the situation was still stable. 

“I suddenly thought of a problem. There are three orange bosses in this instance dungeon. Do you think 

these bosses will join the small monsters and attack us?” 

One of the big shots in the team asked worriedly. 



f * ck, can you not make it sound so scary? if there are three more orange bosses, we definitely won’t be 

able to hold on. 

that’s right, especially the demon race’s Warlock. He’s a little fierce. If he comes with the other 

monsters to attack us, it’ll be a little difficult to fight. 

It had to be said that the Big Shot’s worry was reasonable. 

Since the monsters in the distance were coming to attack them, it was not surprising that the orange 

BOSS, who was already in the dungeon, would come as well. 

an orange-colored BOSS was not like a gatekeeper boss, which would only spawn after all the monsters 

in the dungeon had been cleared. 

It was something that existed in an instance dungeon, just like the monsters. 

Logically speaking, they should have come together with the monsters to attack them. 

Now, Zhang Shan could only hope that the orange BOSS would come a little later, especially the demon 

Warlock. 

... 

If they had come too early and were surrounded by a large group of monsters, they would probably be 

dead soon. 

He did not want to see such an outcome. Zhang Shan still had to defeat the Hercules commander and 

obtain the shattered heart to complete his mission. 

If they were to die in this instance dungeon, then wouldn’t he be unable to complete the heart of 

destruction quest? 

If he didn’t complete this quest, what about his broken ring quest? 

if i can’t get the heart of destruction. 

It was a big problem whether he would even bother with him if he went to find an Qisheng five days 

later. 

If an Qisheng ignored him, not only would he lose the new divine artifact, but the large amount of time 

and 30 million gold coins he had invested would all be for nothing. 

When they had defeated about 200 monsters, the first orange BOSS appeared. 

It’s a demon strong man. It’s still okay, there shouldn’t be too much pressure. 

the demonic strongmen were not too strong. they only had 3000 attack power, millions of hp, and their 

skills were not too strong. they were just wooden dummies, so it was not difficult to take them on. 

It was only slightly stronger than an elite monster after going berserk. 

... 

if the demonic strongmen came for the panda baby, they could ignore it. 



He would just treat it as a few more monsters. 

However, Zhang Shan quickly realized that the new BOSS did not attack the Panda baby. 

Instead, he gave Secretary Feng Yun a good beating. 

f * ck, the demonic strongmen are also berserk. They can deal 6000 to 7000 damage to me in one hit. 

Fortunately, I’m tanky enough to take it, hehe. 

” don’t be so cocky. what’s there to be proud of when you’re fighting an orange BOSS? ” 

“What the f * ck, is an orange boss not a boss? Don’t look down on the village chief.” 

An extra orange-colored boss attacking the little Secretary was equivalent to seven or eight more 

monsters attacking him. 

with his defense and hp, there was not much pressure. 

Zhang Shan did not even go to fight the demonic strongmen. Instead, he first took down a group of small 

monsters that were surrounding the other meat shields in the front row. 

Since the Secretary could take it, then let him take it a little longer. 

 

Chapter 172 settling a wave 

as the demon strongmen joined the siege, everyone immediately felt the pressure increase. 

Although Secretary Feng Yun was able to withstand the damage from the demonic strongman, the 

speed at which the others defeated the monsters became slower. 

This was because the boss’s appearance was equivalent to sharing a large amount of damage with the 

other monsters. 

The moment the party saw the boss appear, they immediately started attacking it. 

as a result, the number of people fighting the monsters decreased, but the monsters continued to join 

in. 

More and more. 

A few meat shields were almost unable to hold on. 

don’t fight the boss yet. Quickly clear out some of the small monsters. I can’t hold on much longer. 

A Guardian warrior who was slightly weaker shouted. 

you’re f * cking weak. You can’t even handle a few small monsters. Look at me, I’m holding off a BOSS 

and seven or eight small monsters without any pressure. 

The little Secretary bragged proudly while killing the monsters. 

don’t be so smug. You’ll be crying when a lot of monsters attack your direction. 



Although everyone was teasing each other, the direction of everyone’s attack still changed. 

He ignored the new demonic strongmen and focused all his damage on the other monsters. He wanted 

to clear out as many monsters as possible. 

It would relieve some pressure from the meat shields in the front. 

Everyone’s attacks fell quickly, and those with AoE skills no longer held back. 

The small monsters were slowly being defeated by them, but the small monsters in the distance were 

still joining in. 

No matter how hard they tried to clear the monsters, the number of small monsters didn’t seem to 

decrease by much. 

” we can’t go on like this. we’re still too slow. we can’t keep up with the speed of clearing monsters and 

the speed of the small monsters ‘growth. we’ll collapse sooner or later if this continues. ” 

“Boss, do you want me to use my ultimate skill?” 

The wind cloud Cupid suggested. 

His ultimate Archer skill, after he had bought the mana pool from Zhang Shan. 

However, this skill’s cooldown time was too long. 

It could only be used once a day. If he used it this time, he could forget about using it again today. 

don’t use your big moves yet. This is only the first orange boss. There’s an even more difficult demon 

Warlock behind. Try to save your big moves for now. 

Feng Yun realm did not hesitate for too long before he spoke. 

“It doesn’t matter. After I use up my big move, don’t you still have another big move? There’s no need 

to reserve two big moves, right?” 

In this dungeon, Feng Yun realm had also called over the newly joined Guild, heart moves. 

The difficulty of the extreme mode dungeon was too high. Feng Yun realm tried his best to select the 

strongest members from the Guild to participate. 

In terms of damage output, follow me was definitely ranked second in the wind and cloud Guild. 

He was a super rich Big Shot, the most awesome red equipment, the strongest skill, and he also had a 

spiritual-level special item. 

Sword spirit, increases the attack power of the sword by 50%. 

Just with this special item, the damage output of follow me could leave the other big shots in the Guild 

in the dust. 

Spellblades ‘damage output was pretty good to begin with, especially when they were clearing small 

monsters. 



compared to other classes, there were more aoe skills, and they were more useful. 

try to save your big moves for now. We should be able to hold on for a while longer. We’ll talk when we 

can’t hold on any longer. 

Feng Yun realm still did not agree to use his ultimate skill now. 

There was nothing he could do about it. Even though the ultimate skill was unbelievably powerful, its 

cooldown time was also a little too long. 

If he used it now, he would not be able to use it later. What if something more difficult to deal with 

happened later? 

Although the pressure on their front row was huge, at least they hadn’t collapsed yet. They could hold 

on for a while longer and wait until they really couldn’t hold on. 

Zhang Shan quickly dealt damage and defeated the monsters one by one. However, he had not used his 

berserk and fanatic skills yet. 

why don’t we kill the BOSS first and cast a curse on it? we’ll use our strongest damage output and 

quickly kill the demonic strongmen. 

Zhang Shan suggested to Feng Yun realm. It was not a good idea to keep the BOSS here. 

The number of monsters kept increasing, and at this rate, there would only be more and more of them. 

It wouldn’t be long before one or two of the front rows really fell. 

As long as one of them fell, it would soon trigger a chain reaction, and it was possible that they would 

collapse instantly. 

It was better to let the meat shield hold on for a while and let the others quickly kill the boss. 

alright, then everyone, pay attention. Qingqing is going to cast her skill. As soon as she releases her 

curse skill, everyone focus your fire on the boss and kill the boss as soon as possible. 

Roger that. The skill is ready. Everyone, pay attention. 

After Feng Yun Qing Qing finished speaking, she immediately cast a curse on the demonic strongman. 

seeing feng yun qing qing raise her hand, zhang shan quickly turned his gun towards the demon 

strongmen. 

At the same time, he activated his berserk and fanatic skills, and an explosive amount of damage 

instantly landed on the boss ‘head. 

The bullets were fired continuously, and he could deal more than four attacks per second. All kinds of 

critical effects also appeared continuously. 

... 

A Holy attack was cast, stacked with the curse effect, instantly dealing close to 150000 damage. 

The boss’s health bar was reduced by one-tenth. 



The others followed suit and quickly attacked the boss with all kinds of attacks. 

“ASIBA, deal 150000 damage in one hit. Godly equipment bro’s damage is way too ridiculous. I think I 

can see the day when godly equipment bro can insta-kill a boss, is that true?” 

that’s right, there’s no need for us to focus our fire. If he uses a few more Holy strikes, godly equipment 

bro will be able to kill the boss in a few seconds. It’s simply turning my world upside down. 

isn’t that normal? a level 30 orange boss is just like a small monster to godly equipment bro. If it weren’t 

for the fact that there are so many small monsters here, godly equipment bro could easily take it down 

by himself without any support. 

“I wish I had a divine weapon.” 

keep dreaming. If you had a divine weapon too, wouldn’t we have to call you brother divine weapon 

too? ” 

With all kinds of explosive damage, the orange boss was quickly defeated by them. 

In less than ten seconds, Zhang Shan’s berserk state had not even ended, and the boss had been 

defeated. 

In fact, this was normal. A level 30 orange boss did not have much health, only 150. 

... 

The ultimate mode only increased the monster’s attack power, attack speed, and HP. 

In fact, in the instance dungeon, other than the final boss, all the other monsters had the same HP in 

different modes. 

Fortunately, this was the case. If only the HP of the minions and the orange-colored boss had increased 

significantly in the ultimate mode. 

Then they really wouldn’t be able to handle it. 

The monsters on the second floor of the dungeon already had 100000 HP. 

That would be too ridiculous. Does that mean that every monster is equivalent to a boss? 

No matter how difficult extreme mode was, the game would not set it this way. 

 

Chapter 173-is it going to collapse? 

After killing the boss, everyone turned back to attack the other monsters. 

When they turned to attack the boss, the meat shield in the front row was holding off the other 

monsters with difficulty. 

No one in the front row had fallen, mainly because of Zhang Shan and the rest. The speed at which they 

had defeated the demon strongmen was too fast. 



In less than ten seconds, the boss was killed. 

Even though the monsters ‘attack speed was extremely fast in berserk mode, they only had a short 

amount of time. 

In these few seconds, the other monsters could not hit the front row of meat shields more than a few 

times. 

Behind each front row of tanks, there were one or two supports who were healing them. 

They could still hold on for a few seconds. They safely survived the wave. 

As everyone turned back to attack the monsters, they finally managed to suppress the number of 

monsters. 

f * ck, I’ve finally passed the critical period. I almost couldn’t hold on just now. 

trash, I’ve given you 100% defense, but you can’t even handle a few monsters. 

The wind and cloud Cannon said jokingly while happily firing. 

“F * ck, why don’t you take it?” 

so what if I tank it? if I were a Guardian warrior, I could easily tank a red boss, let alone a few small 

monsters. 

“Brother, your boasting is meaningless.” 

“That’s right, you only know how to brag. What does tanking monsters have to do with your class? Look 

at this guy, he’s a Hunter like you, but his panda baby can be a meat shield.” 

These words were a little hurtful, even though the little wild wolves of the wind and cloud Cannon were 

not bad. 

With a critical hit Halo skill, it could be considered a top-grade pet. 

its attack stats were not bad either, just slightly worse than the panda baby’s, but its defense and hp 

were much worse. 

there was no comparison at all. 

Usually, when the wind Cloud Cannon carried the small wild wolves, they wouldn’t be able to take on 

normal monsters, let alone a boss. 

without a healer, even two or three normal monsters wouldn’t be able to hold on. 

As for the extreme mode dungeon, it could only be a Halo pet. 

it was almost useless. although the pet’s attack power was good, its attack speed was so slow. 

In this kind of situation where damage output was needed, it was completely useless. 

The wind Cloud Cannon was struck so badly that it couldn’t say a word. It was too heart-wrenching. 



boss, let’s take a look at what equipment the BOSS dropped. Although it’s only an orange BOSS, this is 

the ultimate mode. The drops should be pretty good, right? ” 

After Feng Yun realm looked at it for a while, he displayed the demonic strongman’s loot. 

One red and three orange, one material, and no skill book. 

the drops are alright, but why don’t they drop something good? what’s the use of just some equipment? 

” 

that’s too much. The orange BOSS dropped red equipment for us. What else do you want? ” 

red equipment is useless. As long as you spend money, you can buy it. I want a mystery item. 

I think you’ve been poisoned. You’ve gone crazy trying to get the divine artifact. 

I just want the divine artifact. Can’t I? ” 

“Fine, it’s your freedom to dream. No one can stop you from dreaming, right?” 

Feng Yun realm displayed the dropped items for a while before keeping them. Now was not the time to 

split the equipment. 

It was the time when they were busy clearing small monsters, so how could there be any air separation 

equipment? 

Under everyone’s powerful damage output, the monsters were defeated one by one. 

However, the number of monsters showed no signs of decreasing. 

f * ck, this extreme mode is too ridiculous. Why do I feel like all the mobs on the map are coming to us? 

” 

it’s not a feeling. They’re coming to us anyway. Those monsters are either already here or on their way 

here. 

this is too cruel. If not for the scroll of strengthened diamond, I don’t know how we could have held off 

these monsters. 

that’s right. If it wasn’t for brother artifact’s scroll, we wouldn’t have been able to deal with these 

monsters even with our level 30 equipment. 

“this instance dungeon’s extreme mode is a little outrageous. They don’t want people to clear the game 

at all.” 

you can’t say that. If we had a few more divine artifacts, it wouldn’t be a problem to deal with these 

monsters. 

you really dare to think. Divine artifacts? and a few? why don’t you just ascend to heaven? ” 

“It’s normal to have a few divine artifacts. Although we don’t have them now, we will have them in the 

future.” 



that’s true. With our current strength, it’s a bit difficult to clear the extreme mode Dungeons. However, 

in the later stages, everyone will get their hands on some godly equipment. At that time, we will be able 

to clear the extreme mode Dungeons with our own strength. 

yes, not to mention divine weapons, even if a meat shield has one or two spiritual weapons, it won’t be 

a problem to fight these berserk monsters. 

you’re right. I think we can lower our requirements. It’s not easy to get a divine weapon. You can get us 

some spiritual weapons. 

“Why do you sound like it’s easy to get spiritual weapons? the problem is, we don’t know where to get 

them.” 

spiritual equipment shouldn’t be too hard to obtain, right? just like Qingqing’s spiritual equipment, 

didn’t she get it from the bandit extermination certificate that the BOSS dropped? ” 

... 

sigh, that’s true. However, it’s too rare to see a quest item like that. We’ve fought so many bosses and 

this is the only time we’ve seen it. 

“Don’t worry. If there’s a first, there will be a second. I believe there will be more in the future.” 

what do you guys think the final boss in extreme mode will drop? it can’t just drop a few pieces of 

equipment, right? could it be a spiritual or divine equipment related item? ” 

“that’s very possible. it’s such a difficult instance dungeon. it doesn’t make sense if the rewards are too 

bad.” 

“I don’t even dare to think about divine weapons. Just give me a spiritual weapon, haha.” 

“Very good, you’re very daring now.” 

They had not even cleared one-third of the monsters yet, and they were already thinking about what 

the final boss would drop. 

These big shots really thought too much. 

after they farmed for a while, the second orange boss appeared. this demonic strongman did not appear 

alone. 

It also brought along a large wave of small monsters and charged towards them. 

“What the f * ck, what’s going on? didn’t ten of them come at once? What are we going to do with such 

a huge wave?” 

... 

He looked at the demon strongmen in the distance, who were leading a large group of underlings and 

quickly approaching them. 

Everyone was in despair. There were too many of them this time, and there were still nearly 200 

monsters around them. 



Another large wave had arrived. Looking at the number, there should be no less than 200. 

With the strength of their team. It was impossible for them to hold on, not to mention that they were in 

a huge wave of monsters. 

There were even orange bosses mixed in. 

This was completely forcing them to a dead end. 

 

Chapter 174-using a big move to clear the small monsters 

They looked at the boss that had just appeared in the distance, and it was charging towards them with a 

large group of minions. 

Everyone felt the pressure as heavy as a mountain. There were still nearly 200 monsters around them 

that they had not cleared. 

Now, there were 200 new monsters and an orange-colored boss. This was beyond their limits. 

I can’t take it anymore. 

“what do we do now? Can you still fight?” 

don’t worry, we can still hold on. Archers, fire meteor arrows at the monsters in the distance. Ice 

wizards, slow them down. Try to buy as much time as possible. Let’s first clear out the monsters around 

us. 

Feng Yun realm quickly arranged a strategy to stabilize the situation. 

The archers shot meteor arrows one after another, stunning eight or nine monsters for five seconds. 

The ice mages cast frost, causing the newly appeared monsters and bosses to run even slower. 

this bought them a little bit of time. 

The rest of the team stepped up their attacks and tried to take down as many monsters as possible. 

Zhang Shan went all out, quickly taking down the elite monsters one by one. 

However, this could only delay the time for a little. 

they had less than ten archers, so they could only stun ten monsters at most. 

moreover, it could only stun for five seconds. 

No matter how much the ice wizard’s frost reduced their movement speed, the new boss and its 

minions still gradually approached them and began to attack. 

f * ck, hurry up and attack the monsters on my side. There are at least 20 monsters attacking me. I can’t 

hold on. 

The new monsters joined the attack, and they instantly felt the pressure. 



A certain meat shield in the front row expressed that he couldn’t hold on any longer. 

“what are you barking for? i have almost 40 of them here. everyone, if you have skills, hurry up and 

release them. otherwise, i’m going to die.” 

secretary feng yun did not dare to show off anymore. nearly 40 monsters attacked him together. 

No matter how good the Secretary’s equipment was and how strong her skills were, she was starting to 

feel a little overwhelmed. 

he had already activated his blocking skill, which had a 20% blocking effect. 

Otherwise, little Secretary Feng Yun would not have been able to hold on. There were 40 berserk elite 

monsters. 

The damage was quite fierce. 

The only good thing was that this new BOSS didn’t attack any other meat shields. 

Instead, he aimed at Zhang Shan’s Panda baby and hammered it. 

However, this amount of damage was not much of a problem for the Panda baby, even if it was the 

BOSS. 

There were also more than 20 small monsters fighting the Panda baby. 

The Panda baby’s defense was already very high. It also had a damage reduction skill. 

With the effects of the scroll of King Kong, it came online with 130000 HP. 

there were 20 elite monsters and a level 30 orange-colored boss, so there was no problem at all. 

However, even though the Panda baby could hold on, the others couldn’t. 

If there was no other solution, it would take at most ten seconds for a meat shield to fall. 

“This time, we really can’t do it. Why don’t we let them use their ultimate move, boss?” 

Although the ultimate skill couldn’t instantly kill these monsters, it had a large area of effect. 

With a big move, almost all the small monsters would be covered in damage. 

Most importantly, after the ultimate skill was cast, the damage would last for five seconds. 

As long as the monsters were within the range of the skill, they would suffer the damage of the skill for a 

full five seconds. 

if that was the case, a big move should be able to take away more than half of the monsters ‘health. 

“alright, let’s use [ mind with me ] and cast [ invincible slash ]. try to cover all the monsters within the 

damage range. save cupid’s big move for now.” 

Feng Yun realm no longer hesitated as he quickly arranged his ultimate skill. 



After hearing Feng Yun realm’s arrangement, following the heart immediately activated the invincible 

slash. 

countless sword lights descended from the sky and almost enveloped all the monsters present. 

At the same time, heart moves with me turned illusory. 

This was the special effect of the invincible slash skill. After a Spellblade cast the invincible slash, the 

Spellblade could not be locked on or attacked. 

Over 10,000 damage per second for five seconds had taken out half of the monsters ‘HP. 

The attack power of heart moves with me should be around 3000 and above, and the invincible slash 

was five times the damage. 

Therefore, each sword light dealt more than 10000 damage to the monster. 

This was terrifying. The damage was even higher than Zhang Shan’s, and it was a large area of effect 

damage. 

The power of the ultimate skill was terrifying. 

everyone, hurry up and fight. The monsters have lost more than half of their health, so it’s much easier 

to fight them. 

... 

Zhang Shan increased his output. After taking the full damage from the invincible slash, all the monsters 

were left with only 30000 health. 

Zhang Shan could take one down with three or four shots. 

when the effects of heavy strike or holy strike were triggered, he could kill them with one shot, and the 

speed at which he cleared the monsters was very fast. 

Following heart’s invincible slash directly reduced the HP of all the monsters by more than half. 

Everyone’s speed of clearing the monsters increased by two to three times. 

Very quickly, the elite monsters of the instance dungeon were defeated one by one. 

the pressure of the meat shields in the front row was also slowly relieved. 

this is so depressing. Why didn’t boss let me use my ultimate first? I really want to see the effect of my 

ultimate. 

“f * ck you. don’t be so cocky. clear the monsters quickly.” 

“I’m not showing off. I just want to see the effect of the wrath of the stars.” 

what’s there to see? isn’t it just one move to take down a large number of people? ” 

that’s right. Invincible slash dealt five times the damage, but it could already take away half of the 

monster’s HP. The wrath of the stars dealt ten times the damage. Wouldn’t that mean that the monster 

would be killed instantly? ” 



... 

that’s hard to say. It depends on whether someone’s attack is high or not. If someone’s attack is less 

than 2000, they’re still lacking something to instantly kill a monster with 100000 HP. 

“f * ck, my attack power really hasn’t reached 2000 yet. i’m just a little short.” 

trash, you don’t even have 2000 attack power. It’s such a waste to give you the big move. 

f * ck, I’m helpless too. My equipment is all red, but my attack just can’t go up. What can I do? ” 

The attack growth of archers and hunters was slightly worse than that of the strength-type classes. 

This was mainly related to the growth of the weapon. 

The weapon growth of long-range classes was slightly worse than that of melee classes. 

Equipment of the same level and weapons for close-range combat gave a slight increase in attack power 

compared to weapons for other long-range professions. 

In addition to the attribute points, it was normal for the attack power of the wind cloud Cupid to not 

reach 2000. 

Not everyone was like Zhang Shan, able to raise their attack power to such a high level. 

Zhang Shan had two passive skills that increased his attack power, and the God equipment had a special 

effect that increased his attack by 10%. 

These three items alone increased his attack power by 30%. It was not something that other players 

could compare to. 

In addition, the divine weapon itself had an attack of 4000, which was why his attack attribute was 

several times higher than other players. 

 

Chapter 175 the wrath of the stars shows its might 

Heart follows me used an invincible slash skill and directly pulled them back from the abyss of collapse. 

Although there were still a large number of monsters around them, they didn’t have time to deal with 

the demonic strongmen. 

from time to time, new monsters would join the attack from the distance. 

However, after being cut by the invincible slash skill, Zhang Shan and the rest’s speed of clearing 

monsters had far exceeded the speed at which the small monsters were increasing. 

Under everyone’s rapid attack, the number of monsters gradually decreased. There were more than 

300, then more than 200, and when there were only about 100 monsters left, the number of monsters 

slowly stabilized. 

we’ve finally survived this wave. Let’s kill the BOSS first. 



just now, everyone was only focused on clearing the other monsters and had no time to fight the 

demonic strongmen. 

Although the demonic strongman was an orange-colored BOSS, its damage was much higher than the 

small monsters. 

However, Zhang Shan’s Panda baby was very powerful. It was able to tank the BOSS and a bunch of 

small monsters without any pressure. 

of course, everyone had to clear out some of the monsters in front of the other meat shields before they 

could care about the panda baby. 

Zhang Shan turned his gun and started to attack the orange BOSS. Feng Yun Qing Qing cast a curse on it. 

The rest of the team attacked as well, and the second orange BOSS was quickly killed. 

the Panda baby is still the best. You guys are all fake meat shields. You’re really useless. 

a certain big shot directly launched an area-of-effect attack, blasting a group of guardian warriors into it. 

“F * ck, are we not doing our best? It’s just that there are too many small monsters.” 

don’t f * cking pay attention to this idiot. If I had known, I wouldn’t have played Guardian. It’s a 

thankless effort. 

” yeah, tanks aren’t a f * cking class for humans. they don’t get a share when there’s good stuff, but they 

can’t hide when they’re the scapegoats. ” 

I wonder if I can change my class in this game. I really want to change my class. Guardian is so boring. 

that’s right. It’s so good to be an Archer. As long as you shoot from a distance, nothing will happen. 

even if you play as a support, you can just add blood and nothing else. The key is that you don’t have to 

take the blame. 

After a certain Big Shot launched an AoE attack, it caused The Guardian Warriors to ridicule him crazily. 

However, how should he put it? 

Zhang Shan felt that at the current stage of the game, Guardian Warriors were indeed quite awkward. 

In terms of damage output, The Guardian was definitely not comparable to the other classes. 

However, in terms of tanking damage, the current Guardian warrior should have no problem tanking 

damage from players. 

However, if they wanted to tank the big boss, it would be a little difficult, no matter how much 

equipment they got. 

It was useless, not to mention those super bosses, even if it was an ordinary red boss. 

The Guardian warrior, who was fully equipped with red equipment, could not withstand it either. 



To the others, if they wanted to defeat the red boss, they would have to rely on a few Guardian Warriors 

to take turns. 

Moreover, they could only deal with ordinary red bosses. As for those bosses that dealt more damage, 

no amount of Guardian Warriors would be able to withstand them. 

According to Zhang Shan’s estimation, The Guardian should only become more powerful in the later 

stages. 

After all, the heart of protection could increase one’s HP by 100%. 

At the current stage, everyone’s equipment and attribute points were not enough to add much HP. 

Only in the later stages, when the equipment and attributes gave enough HP, The Guardian warrior’s HP 

would naturally increase. 

Perhaps after reaching level 50, a Guardian warrior with a full set of top-tier equipment would have 

more HP than the Panda baby. It was possible. 

The current Guardian Warriors were still not enough. They could not take it in a big situation. 

he could only do some small things, such as tanking an orange BOSS or something. 

To a Guardian warrior with a full set of red equipment, such a BOSS should be easy to deal with. 

Under their continuous attacks, groups of monsters were defeated, but there were still monsters 

running over from afar. 

“How many monsters are there in this dungeon? aren’t there only a thousand? Why do I feel like there’s 

no end to this?” 

don’t worry, there should be about a thousand of them. We’ve already defeated about seven or eight 

hundred of them. After another two or three hundred, there shouldn’t be any more new monsters. 

Not long after, a new demon Warlock appeared in the distance, leading a large group of small monsters 

as they rushed towards them. 

“Brothers, hold on. This should be the last wave.” 

“this wave isn’t easy to deal with. including the small monsters around us, there are a total of 300 to 400 

small monsters. with the demon warlocks, it won’t be easy to deal with them.” 

“What’s there to be afraid of? I thought you haven’t used Cupid’s wrath of the stars yet? if you don’t use 

it now, do you want to keep it for the new year?” 

“Boss, what do you say? do you want me to use my ultimate move?” 

Fengyun Cupid asked Feng Yun realm expectantly. 

It had been a long time since he had gotten his hands on the ultimate skill, but he had never been able 

to cast it before. 

After he bought Zhang Shan’s mana pool, he could finally use the wrath of the stars. 



However, they hadn’t encountered a suitable opportunity. In the past few days, they hadn’t 

encountered any big battles. 

Fengyun Hill bitebikong had one. It was such a powerful skill, but he had never had the chance to use it. 

He couldn’t just use his ultimate skill to clear the small monsters, right? that would be too ridiculous. 

... 

yes, you can. Get ready. When the last batch of monsters arrive, immediately cast your big move. The 

others will kill the demon Warlock first. 

that’s right. This time, we have to kill the boss first. The demon Warlock is a bit disgusting. If we don’t kill 

it, we’ll be in big trouble. 

The demonic Warlock and demonic strongman were both level 30 orange bosses. 

but there was a huge difference between the two. 

The demonic strongman was just a dummy boss. As long as the tank could hold on, it would be fine. 

it wouldn’t affect the others, but demon warlocks were different. 

This was a magic-type BOSS. If they dared to ignore the demonic Warlock and go to clear the small 

monsters first, they would be killed. 

If the demon Warlock used a hold spell or other skills on them, they would be in chaos. 

When the demonic Warlock and his followers approached them, the wind cloud Cupid could not wait to 

cast the wrath of the stars. 

The sky flickered, and meteors fell one after another, smashing into the group of monsters. Each hit 

dealt around-18000 to-19000 damage. 

after five seconds, most of the monsters were basically out of health. 

... 

ultimate skills are really awesome, especially the wrath of the stars. It actually deals 10 times the 

damage and lasts for five seconds. It’s really f * cking crazy. 

“Haha, my skill is awesome, right?” 

The wind cloud Cupid shouted proudly. 

“What are you calling, hurry up and call.” 

After five seconds, most of the monsters were basically out of health. 

However, they didn’t have time to care about the small monsters. They had to kill the demon Warlock 

first. 

Otherwise, this guy would definitely cause trouble. 



Feng Yun Qing Qing aimed at the demon Warlock and cast a curse skill. Zhang Shan quickly activated his 

berserk and fanatic skills. 

They had to kill this BOSS as quickly as possible, as there were still 300 to 400 small monsters around. 

if they didn’t kill the BOSS quickly, the meat shield in the front row wouldn’t be able to hold on. 

 

Chapter 176 rolling for equipment while farming 

Zhang Shan went all out, and the others also quickly dealt all kinds of damage. Very quickly, they had 

killed the demon Warlock. 

Even until the end, this orange monster didn’t even have the time to release a skill. 

the damage output of zhang shan and the others was too intense. 

As an orange-colored BOSS with only 1.5 million HP, it was impossible for it to withstand their Swift and 

violent attacks. 

In less than ten seconds, they were all killed by their various attacks. 

The orange-colored BOSS that they had to take seriously in the past was now a threat to them. 

they were nothing more than a free gift for instance dungeons. 

it was for them to gain experience and equipment. 

After the BOSS was killed, Zhang Shan and the rest quickly turned around and began to clear the last 

three to four hundred small monsters. 

as long as they cleared these monsters, there shouldn’t be many left in the dungeon. 

Even if there were still some left, they wouldn’t give them any more pressure. 

at this point in the instance dungeon, they could be said to have already succeeded halfway. 

All that was left was to see the final BOSS, the demon strongman commander. 

Just how strong was he? was he so strong that even their lineup couldn’t handle him? 

After the demon Warlock was killed, everyone turned to attack the small monsters. 

although there were a lot of monsters left, they were no longer a threat. 

These small monsters had all been covered by the wrath of the stars skill of the wind cloud Cupid, so 

they were basically all empty of health. 

Some of them only had a few thousand HP left, while some only had one or two thousand HP. 

Zhang Shan shot them one by one, quickly taking them down one by one. 

The other bosses weren’t weak either. They could kill a small monster with a few attacks. 



Slowly, the number of monsters on the field decreased. 

The number of new monsters in the distance also decreased. In the end, there were no more new 

monsters. 

“There don’t seem to be any new monsters. Does this mean that after we clear these monsters, there 

won’t be any more monsters in this dungeon?” 

I think so. Let’s hurry up and kill the Hercules commander after we’re done with these small monsters. 

what’s the rush? there are only a hundred or so monsters left. We can take them down easily. Boss, did 

the two orange-colored bosses at the back drop anything good? ” 

After they killed the first demonic strongman, Feng Yun realm showed the boss’s drops. 

However, he didn’t show the other two that he had killed. 

because of what happened later, the situation became more and more tense. everyone was busy 

clearing the monsters and had no time to care about the boss’s drops. 

Now that the matter was basically settled, these small monsters could no longer cause any waves. 

Everyone started to worry about the boss’s loot, even though it was only an orange-colored boss. 

generally speaking, it would only drop one or two pieces of orange equipment, and at most a normal 

skill book. 

However, they were still fighting to their limits. 

The BOSS’s drop rate might be improved. 

Perhaps, they might even drop some good stuff. 

Feng Yun realm did not let everyone wait for too long and very quickly, he displayed all the drops. 

The last two bosses had dropped a total of five orange-colored equipment, two materials, and one skill 

book. 

In addition, the first BOSS had dropped a red equipment and three orange equipment. 

In this instance dungeon, they had not even started fighting the final BOSS. 

He had already obtained a red equipment, eight orange equipment, and a skill book. 

it was definitely a full harvest. 

“the last two bosses didn’t drop any more red equipment. bad.” 

be grateful. The probability of an orange-colored boss dropping a red-colored equipment is very low. It’s 

already very good if three bosses can drop one piece of red-colored equipment. 

that’s true. Besides, didn’t the boss drop a skill book? that’s good enough. 

but this skill book is a little trashy. I don’t think anyone here wants it. 



“If you don’t want it, give it to me. If you can’t use it, can’t you sell it for money?” 

“You don’t look that good, but you’re quite delusional.” 

This skill book was indeed a bit ordinary. It was the charge skill book for Warriors. 

Although charge was a necessary skill for Guardian Warriors and Berserkers, it was still a skill that could 

not be used. 

However, at this point in the game, the first batch of players who entered the game. 

All the Warriors had basically learned the charge skill. 

Now, they could only sell the book they had obtained in the auction house. 

the first batch of warrior players might have already learned the charge skill. 

... 

However, new players were constantly joining the New World game. 

many of the warrior players who joined later on had not learned the charge skill. 

This [ charge ] skill book could definitely be sold on the auction. It could probably be sold for one or two 

thousand gold coins. 

No matter what, it couldn’t be considered a trashy skill book. 

“Boss, let’s distribute the equipment first. Isn’t it great to clear the monsters while distributing the 

equipment? hehe.” 

what are you beautiful for? with your pathetic looks, I’m afraid you won’t be able to ROLL for a single 

item. 

“It doesn’t matter if I can’t roll. I just want to play a few more rounds of dice, can’t I?” 

alright, you’re awesome. If you want to play dice, buy a few after you go offline and play with them 

slowly. 

alright, let’s roll for the equipment now. We’ll roll based on class. 

Feng Yun realm did not waste any more time and rolled the nine pieces of equipment, three materials 

and the charge skill book. 

Zhang Shan took a look. Among the nine pieces of equipment, the red equipment was an agility type 

boots. 

... 

Among the eight orange equipment, two of them were agility-type. 

From the looks of it, he could participate in the ROLL of three pieces of equipment and three materials. 

He could ROLL six times in total, so he should be able to get something. 



After all, there were only 50 people here, and there were less than 20 agility classes. 

If he didn’t get something, he would be letting down his 9 points of luck. 

The first item was the red boots of the agility system. Zhang Shan rolled the die, 100 points. 

‘ASIBA, not bad, a good start.’ 

It just so happened that this pair of boots was what he needed. 

Although the boots he was currently wearing were also red grade, they were only level 20. 

Zhang Shan did not want to waste his gold, so he did not exchange for any more. Now, he had a pair of 

level 30 boots. 

It had saved him tens of thousands of gold coins. 

brother artifact is awesome. He can roll 100 points on the first item. 

I’m just kidding. If he wasn’t awesome, would he be called brother divine weapon? ” 

Feng Yun realm assigned the boots to Zhang Shan. 

After receiving the new boots, Zhang Shan did not hesitate to change into them. Zhang Shan looked at 

his Character panel. 

His agility attribute had increased by tens of points, which meant that after changing to a new pair of 

boots, his attack power had increased by a little. 

Although the increase wasn’t much, it was better than nothing. 

the boots that he had changed out of would be put up for auction after he left the dungeon. 

Level 20 red equipment was still in high demand in the auction house. 

It should be able to sell for a few thousand gold coins. It was a small gain. 

As for the other items, Zhang Shan had rolled an orange material. 

He was lucky this time. 

He had gotten a piece of red equipment that he needed, and also an orange material. 

 

Chapter 177 Not very strong 

However, Zhang Shan’s goal for entering the dungeon this time was not for equipment. 

He had to defeat the commander of the strongmen. Only by defeating the commander of the strongmen 

would he be able to obtain the shattered heart and complete an Qisheng’s task. 

Only then would he be able to continue with his divine weapon mission. 



Everything was for the sake of the divine weapon. The other dropped items were just side items. To 

Zhang Shan, they were not important. 

It would be fine as long as he could defeat the Hercules commander and let him obtain the heart of 

destruction. 

Under the joyous atmosphere, everyone finished collecting all the items dropped by the three orange 

bosses. 

At this moment, the small monsters on the battlefield had almost been cleared by them. 

Not long after, when Zhang Shan had defeated the last elite monster of the dungeon, there were no 

more small monsters around them. 

“The small monsters should be finished, right?” 

“I think so?” 

who cares? let’s wait here for a while and see if there’s a final boss. We’ll know when the notification 

respawns. 

you’re right. There’ll be a notification before the final boss appears anyway. Let’s wait for a while. If 

there’s no notification, we’ll look for the other monsters we missed. 

zhang shan and the rest did not have to wait for long before the system notification sounded. 

[system notification: as a large number of elite demon Warriors have died, the demon strongman 

commander will descend to the demon subduing platform’s second floor to patrol.] 

At the same time as the system notification, it also gave the coordinates of the arrival of the Hercules 

commander. 

let’s go. As long as we take care of the Hercules commander, we’ll have cleared the extreme mode 

dungeon. It’ll definitely be a big event in the New World, right? ” 

of course. Without brother artifact’s scroll, no one would be able to clear extreme mode even after a 

month. 

that’s right. The monsters in extreme mode are too difficult to deal with. We can be considered to have 

greatly advanced the progress of the players in clearing the dungeon. 

Oh my God, are you guys looking down on the Hercules commander? we’ve only just cleared the small 

monsters and haven’t even seen the big BOSS yet. Why are you guys thinking of clearing the stage? ” 

“A strongmen commander is nothing. No matter how strong it is, can it be stronger than chakra? If we 

can even destroy a BOSS as overpowered as chakra, then the strongmen commander will definitely be a 

piece of cake.” 

that’s different. When we were fighting the chakra, we had a few thousand people. Now, we only have 

50 people. If a few more people die, even the support can’t save them. 



“Don’t worry, it’s not like we haven’t fought a Hercules commander before. We’ve fought both normal 

and hard mode, so it’s not too hard to deal with.” 

you’re right. Even if the BOSS in extreme mode is stronger, its skills will not change much. It shouldn’t be 

hard to deal with. 

“As long as the Panda baby can hold up against the Hercules commander, the rest is just chopping 

wooden stakes, right? I’m making things difficult for you.” 

” what’s the point of talking here? let’s follow the coordinates and find the hercules commander first. ” 

Just as they were about to follow the indicated coordinates to find the Hercules commander ... 

Zhang Shan suddenly realized that in the distance, a huge figure had appeared. It was waving a huge 

hammer and charging towards them. 

“Holy sh * t, commander Lishi is coming towards us. You guys, quickly disperse!” 

After seeing the Hercules commander, Zhang Shan shouted and controlled the Panda baby to move 

forward. 

He couldn’t let the strongmen commander attack the others, or else he would probably kill them with 

one hammer. 

It didn’t take him a few hits to knock down more than half of the fragile professions. 

After Zhang Shan’s reminder, the others saw the Lishi commander and quickly retreated. 

They didn’t dare to face the Hercules commander. This kind of red boss, let alone in extreme mode. 

As the final boss of the pass, the Hercules commander had been greatly strengthened. 

even if it was a normal red boss, not many of them could withstand it. 

“F * ck, are all the monsters in ultimate mode this active? Don’t tell me that we can complete the entire 

instance dungeon just by staying near the entrance? that’s f * cking impossible.” 

“Isn’t that even better? it saves us the trouble of looking for monsters.” 

Seeing the Lishi commander rushing towards them, the others quickly retreated. 

Zhang Shan controlled the baby panda to stay at the front to ensure that the strongmen commander’s 

first target was the baby panda. 

“Support, get ready to add blood to the Panda baby at any time.” 

Feng Yun realm quickly made the arrangements. 

A level 30 red BOSS, although not too strong, was enhanced by the extreme mode. 

who knew how much stronger a hercules commander would be? 

When the magic puppet got close, Zhang Shan controlled the Panda baby to meet it. 



The magical Malla waved the hammer in its hand, and with one strike, a damage value of-16600 

appeared above the Panda baby’s head. 

The damage was around 16000, which wasn’t too strong. With the Panda baby’s maximum HP, it 

shouldn’t be a problem. 

After the BOSS was pulled back by the Panda baby, Zhang Shan also started to attack the demonic 

Hercules. 

The bullets flew quickly towards the demon strongmen, and damage values of 7000 to 8000 appeared 

above the head of the strongmen commander. 

as he attacked, zhang shan checked the BOSS’s attributes. 

[demonic strongman commander (red)] 

HP 7000000 

attack 10000 

skill 1: enhanced charge 

skill 2: hammer of the storm 

skill 3: crush 

skill 4: trample 

status: berserk 

[berserk] 

[berserk] 

[enhanced charge: charges towards the target at high speed, dealing damage, stunning for 1 second, 

and reducing speed for 3 seconds.] 

... 

[windstorm hammer: the strongmen commander throws the hammer in his hand to attack the target, 

causing double damage and stunning the target for three seconds.] 

[crush: the hammer of the strongmen commander. It has a crushing effect in its attacks, increasing 

damage by 100%.] 

[stomp: the strongmen commander swings its giant hammer and stomps on the ground with both feet, 

sending all surrounding targets flying and dealing 5x the damage. Effective range is 20 yards.] 

after looking at the attributes and skills of the demonic strong men, zhang shan felt that it was okay. 

The final boss in the ultimate mode was not too strong. In fact, it was even weaker than he had 

expected. 

The boss’s skills did not change. It was the same as in normal mode and hard mode. 



70 million HP was considered a lot, but it wasn’t a big problem. At most, it would take a longer time. 

As for the BOSS’s attack power, it had been greatly enhanced in the extreme mode. 

Its basic attack power was 10000, and with the crushing effect, it increased the damage by 100%. 

In other words, the demonic strongman’s theoretical damage was 20000. In addition, in its berserk 

state, its attack power and attack speed would be greatly enhanced. 

Although the attack damage of the demon strongmen was very terrifying. 

... 

However, the Panda baby’s defense was very high, and it also had a passive damage reduction skill. 

the strongmen commander could only deal 16000 damage with one attack. this little damage was 

enough for the panda baby. 

There was no pressure at all. 

one had to know that the panda baby’s maximum hp was over 130000. 

Even if the Hercules commander’s attack speed was very fast, it would not be a big problem if it could 

withstand seven or eight attacks from the BOSS. 

Their team had such a support, so they could still heal. 

 

Chapter 178 Flying bear in the air 

After Zhang Shan’s Panda baby pulled the BOSS, the others also started to attack. 

There were fifty people in the team. Apart from the support, there were forty-one or forty-two people 

in total. 

All kinds of skills and knives fell on the demon strongmen commander. 

A level 30 BOSS did not have any level suppression on anyone. Moreover, the dungeon BOSS was not 

like the one in Heaven’s Gate. 

Without the Holy demon’s protection, everyone could deal full damage except for the Hercules 

commander’s own defense. 

haha, this strongmen commander is so weak. Look at how I deal 1800 damage with one slash. 

don’t be so cocky with that little damage. Look at brother artifact. A casual shot from him dealt close to 

10000 damage, and a critical hit of 20000. 

“can’t we have a proper chat? why did we bring up the divine weapon boss when we were talking about 

damage output?” 

but then again, this boss isn’t that great. I feel like I’ve let down the cards in extreme mode. 



“why would i be letting down the cards of extreme mode? do you have some misunderstanding about 

your own strength?” 

that’s true. If it wasn’t for brother celestial’s Panda baby holding the boss back, which Guardian here 

would be able to withstand such damage? ” 

that’s right. If brother artifact wasn’t here, with just the few of us, the strongmen commander would 

probably take one hammer each, and The Guardian Warriors would take two hammers each. There’s no 

way we could beat them. 

” that’s why, as the guardian BOSS, the hercules commander is still qualified. it’s just that brother divine 

weapon’s strength has blinded your eyes. ” 

that’s true. A strongmen commander’s theoretical damage is 20000. Moreover, it can be strengthened 

even more in its berserk state. Who can withstand it? ” 

“Hehe, if that’s the case, doesn’t that mean that other than us, no one else can even dream of clearing 

the extreme mode?” 

“That’s for sure. At least, they can forget about the second floor.” 

“Actually, we can only clear it this time. Next time, godly equipment bro will definitely be level 31 and 

won’t follow us to the second floor.” 

“speaking of levels, that’s too sad. godly equipment bro stopped for a few days, but he’s still far behind 

us. i think it’ll take him another seven or eight days to reach level 30.” 

it’s already very good to be able to reach level 30 in seven or eight days. If it wasn’t for the Heaven’s 

Gate map, I’m afraid it would have taken even longer to reach level 30. 

everyone continued to deal damage while happily bragging. 

Dummy bosses were easy to deal with, as long as someone could withstand the boss’s damage. 

The others just had to stand on the stake and do nothing. 

Of course, dummy bosses also had a temper, just like the Hercules commander. 

When its HP dropped to half, he would have to deal with it seriously. 

Every red boss’s big move was not simple and not so easy to deal with. 

the strongmen commander’s ultimate skill, trample, would send all enemies within a 20-yard radius 

flying. 

A 20-yard radius wasn’t small at all. Let alone melee classes, it was simply impossible to get close. 

Even long-ranged classes with shorter arms had to be careful of where they stood. 

Otherwise, if he didn’t pay attention, he could have been hit by a big move. 

aside from the knockback effect, stomp could also deal 500% damage. 



With the current HP of the players, anyone who took a hit would die. No matter how tanky a Guardian 

warrior was, it was impossible to take it. 

Only a meaty being like the Panda baby would be able to take a hit without dying. 

No one else could. 

However, the bosses in the New World would only use their ultimate skills when their HP was reduced 

to half. 

At the first half of their health, without the threat of big moves, everyone was like chopping wooden 

stakes. 

It was very simple. He didn’t need to do anything. He just had to deal the maximum damage. 

Under everyone’s fierce attacks, the Hercules commander’s HP slowly decreased. 10%, 20%, until it was 

slowly approaching 50%. 

During this time, the Hercules commander did not cause any trouble for them. He only used enhanced 

charge and storm hammer continuously. 

He kept making the Panda baby faint. 

However, this didn’t affect the damage that the others could deal. 

They did not rely on the Panda baby to deal damage. Although the Panda baby’s attack power was very 

high, even higher than Zhang Shan’s own attack power. 

However, its attack speed was so slow that it couldn’t be seen. 

It didn’t matter how much the Hercules commander fainted the Panda baby. After all, the Panda baby 

shared the same hatred as Zhang Shan. 

Even if it didn’t deal any damage, the Hercules commander would still lock its attack on the baby panda. 

This was because there was no one who could snatch the aggro from Zhang Shan, as long as the Panda 

baby did not die. 

their aggro system would not have been in chaos. 

boss, let’s retreat first. The BOSS is about to use its ultimate skill. 

when the hercules commander’s hp was almost half, windcloud blade asked. 

alright, all melee players, fall back. There’s nothing for you to do now. All ranged players, pay attention 

to your positions and try to put as much distance as possible between you and the strongmen 

commander. 

feng yun realm quickly made his arrangements. 

The strongmen commander’s big move still had to be treated seriously, and the melee classes shouldn’t 

be courting death. 



Even though they wouldn’t lose any experience if they died in the dungeon, their equipment durability 

would drop very quickly. 

... 

Then they would have to repair their equipment, right? it was not cheap for them to repair their 

equipment now. 

If the durability of all the equipment dropped too much, repairing it would cost tens of gold coins, or 

even hundreds of gold coins. 

Most importantly, if he could avoid dying, it was best to do so in case something unexpected happened. 

They still had to rely on the warrior’s charge to temporarily hold the boss back. That would be the time 

for them to die. 

As for now, there was no need for that. 

when the hercules commander’s hp dropped to half, the boss stomped on the ground. 

The Panda baby was sent flying far away, turning into a flying bear. A damage of over 70000 appeared 

above the Panda baby’s head. 

The Panda baby was sent flying. The Hercules commander lost its target and quickly rushed towards 

Zhang Shan. 

Facing the strong warrior commander that was charging towards him, Zhang Shan did not show any 

signs of panic. 

They had encountered this kind of situation before when they cleared normal mode and hard mode. 

in the beginning, they were flustered, but zhang shan quickly found a way. 

... 

The moment the Panda baby was sent flying, Zhang Shan kept it back while it was still in the air. 

Then, he summoned the Panda baby again. At this time, the Hercules commander rushed to his side. 

The newly summoned panda baby blocked the demonic strongman commander. 

The support also quickly added blood to keep up, bringing the Panda baby’s blood back to a healthy 

state. 

Everything was back to square one, and the BOSS was pulled back perfectly. 

 

Chapter 179 heart of destruction 

After the demonic strongman commander used its ultimate skill and sent the Panda baby flying, Zhang 

Shan continued to operate. 

Then, he pulled the BOSS ‘aggro again. 



Due to the change in the position of the Hercules commander, after the Panda baby pulled the BOSS, 

Zhang Shan slowly retreated and continued to increase the distance between him and the Hercules 

commander. 

The others also quickly distanced themselves and adjusted their positions. 

Of course, this was for the long-range classes who could still continue to attack. As for the melee classes, 

they could only attack from a distance. 

For now, they could only stand far away and watch the show. According to their previous experience, 

the Hercules commander had a very short interval between its big moves. 

The BOSS would frequently use big moves, and the strongmen commander’s big moves had a large 

range. 

If the melee players continued to attack, they would easily die. Hence, there was no need for them to go 

forward and die. 

He just stayed at the side and watched the others beat up the Hercules commander. 

Without the damage output of the melee classes, Zhang Shan and the others ‘speed of fighting the BOSS 

was much slower. 

In a team of 50 players, there were only 41 or 42 players who could deal damage. 

Excluding the melee players, there were only 20 players left, and they could continue to attack the 

BOSS. 

“Sigh, this is too slow.” 

“what’s wrong with being slow? as long as we can defeat the BOSS, it’ll be fine.” 

that’s true. As long as we can hold our ground, I’m willing to fight for an entire day before we can defeat 

the boss. 

brother, you’re exaggerating. Actually, we’re not too slow. As long as there are no accidents, we’ll be 

able to defeat the Hercules commander in 20 minutes at most. 

Even though they only had 20 people dealing damage, they weren’t slow. 

Just Zhang Shan himself could deal more than a million damage in a minute. 

With the addition of his other teammates, they could each take out three to four million HP from the 

Hercules commander in a minute. 

However, because the Lishi commander would continuously use big moves, Zhang Shan and the rest had 

to constantly adjust their positions. 

This would waste a lot of their time. 

However, they could still afford the time to clear the BOSS in the extreme mode. 

what’s the big deal with spending more time? 



This was especially true for Zhang Shan. To defeat the extreme mode Hercules commander was the 

prerequisite for him to obtain the heart of destruction. 

In order for the divine weapon mission to continue, not to mention spending an extra 10 to 20 minutes 

... 

he was willing to spend one or two more days. 

The melee players watched from the side, while Zhang Shan and the other ranged players continued to 

attack the BOSS. 

Feng Yun Qing Qing’s curse skill would immediately be released once it was off cooldown. 

The others took advantage of the five seconds of the curse to deal a lot of damage. 

Under everyone’s continuous attacks, the strongmen commander’s HP slowly decreased. 40%, 30%, 

20%. 

When its HP dropped to 20%, the already berserk state of the Hercules commander became even more 

frenzied. 

The hammer in the Hercules commander’s hand waved even faster, and the damage it dealt to the 

Panda baby also increased. 

But even so, it wasn’t a big problem. 

The Panda baby was still strong and didn’t feel any pressure blocking the berserk strongmen 

commander. 

The only problem was that the strongmen commander’s big moves were being used more frequently. 

He used a big move almost every 10 seconds or so, and the Panda baby was constantly sent flying. 

After that, Zhang Shan kept it and summoned it again. 

The others had to pull away and re-position themselves. 

As such, they didn’t have much room to attack. 

The time they had to deal with the Hercules commander’s big move was much longer than the time they 

had to deal damage. 

During this period, there were a few unlucky people who didn’t retreat in time and were swept by the 

Hercules commander’s big move, directly dying. 

Fortunately, the big shots in the Guild had already learned the resurrection skill. 

They quickly pulled up the people on the ground, and the people on the ground rejoined the attack. 

Although the resurrection skill was a very rare and essential support skill, the production of this skill 

book in the entire game was considered normal. 

As long as one was willing to spend money, one could basically buy it from the auction house. 



Now that boss Wu had learned the resurrection skill, the other support bosses in the Guild had naturally 

learned it as well. 

although the berserk strongmen commander had caused a lot of trouble, it didn’t cause too much of a 

stir. 

Under everyone’s persistent attacks, he was slowly beaten down to an empty state. 

Zhang Shan saw the opportunity and controlled the Panda baby to use its combo skills. With a seven-hit 

combo, the Hercules commander was directly destroyed. 

&Lt; system announcement: congratulations to Feng Yun realm, six-barreled Bodhisattva, and 

Windcloud cannon for successfully clearing demon suppression altar dungeon’s second level in extreme 

mode. &Gt; 

Skill point +1, medal +100. 

[ system notification: you have obtained the shattered heart. ] 

... 

ASIBA was finally done. 

Quest items were not included in the BOSS’s loot, as long as they had the corresponding quest. 

After killing the corresponding monster, the player would automatically receive the quest item. 

Zhang Shan quickly checked his backpack and saw that there was an additional item in it. 

[ shattered heart (quest item): the location of the Hercules commander’s destiny core. It is used when 

making or modifying equipment. ] 

By using the heart of destruction, there is a chance for the equipment to obtain a portion of the effects 

of the strongmen commander’s shatter skill. 

F * ck, so that’s what happened. 

This was awesome. Didn’t that mean that after the ring was repaired, it would have a crushing effect? 

Even if it wasn’t like the Hercules commander, which directly increased damage by 100%, he only 

needed to give it a special effect that increased damage by 10%. 

zhang shan was very satisfied. 

zhang shan had been envious for a long time of the demon strongmen and the strongmen commander’s 

crush passive skill. 

... 

Before this, Zhang Shan had been thinking about how to get his hands on this passive skill of the 

Hercules commander. 

However, the passive King talent wasn’t under his control. He had beaten up the demonic strongmen 

several times. 



The strongmen commander had fought three times, but he had never been able to get this crushing 

passive shares. 

Triggering the passive King talent was completely dependent on luck. No matter how envious Zhang 

Shan was, he could do nothing about it. 

This was great. He didn’t have to worry about it anymore. 

The equipment’s special effect came with a crushing effect, which was not inferior to the passive he had 

gained from his talent. 

Moreover, the damaged ring was a divine artifact. After it was repaired, it could be used continuously. 

In other words, this crushing special effect was the same as Zhang Shan’s passive skill. It would always 

be there in the future, and he did not have to worry about his equipment being updated. 

The special effect disappeared. 

zhang shan looked at the mission progress. 

The mission of the heart of destruction had been completed. He just had to go to the West capital five 

days later and hand it over to an Qisheng. 

He wondered if this mission was the last step in repairing the ring. 

An Qisheng was not someone who could be free of worries. In order to repair the God equipment, 

Zhang Shan had been tormented by him. 

Now that things had come to this, an Qisheng probably wouldn’t cause any more trouble. 

Thinking of an Qisheng, Zhang Shan was a little unhappy. 

They were both repairing divine artifacts, but Master Lu was so enthusiastic, unlike an Qisheng. 

If he wanted Zhang Shan to spend money to rebuild his laboratory, he would have to buy tens of millions 

of gold coins worth of materials. 

The matter of spending money was one thing, but he had also given Zhang Shan a quest to clear the 

extreme mode dungeon. 

Zhang Shan almost fainted. 

 

Chapter 180 Axe blade fragment 

The strongmen commander was defeated, and everyone heaved a sigh of relief. 

It didn’t seem too difficult for them to fight the Hercules commander. In fact, it was much easier than 

dealing with the dungeon monsters. 

but this didn’t mean that the hercules commander in extreme mode was a fake. 

In reality, the strongmen commander was not weak at all, but a group of strong people. 



20,000 normal attack damage, and in berserk mode, his attack power and attack speed were extremely 

high. 

The most important thing was that the strongmen commander’s ultimate move was very effective 

against the current players. 

It was almost impossible to deal with. 

other than zhang shan. No one else could possibly stop him. 

Not to mention the trample skill’s 100000 damage in theory, even the strongest Guardian could not 

withstand it. 

Most importantly, the stomp skill also had a knockback effect. 

If not for the fact that the Panda baby was Zhang Shan’s pet and could be recalled and summoned at any 

time ... 

They also couldn’t defeat the Lishi commander. 

Try to think about it. 

The Hercules commander’s trample directly sent the tank flying. Then, the others would become the 

BOSS’s target. 

Without a tank to hold them off, if such a powerful BOSS were to hammer anyone else, it would be a 

piece of cake. 

There was no way to deal with it, even if there was a tank who could withstand the BOSS’s damage. 

only a strange existence like zhang shan could deal with the hercules commander. 

As a Hunter, Zhang Shan’s pet was tankier and stronger than a Guardian. 

the pet could be recalled and summoned at any time, perfectly solving the problem of being sent flying 

by the hercules commander. 

It was as if it was specially designed to deal with bosses like the Hercules commander. 

it’s finally done. Boss, hurry up and open your equipment. If the ultimate boss only drops some trash 

equipment, I’m going to protest on the official website. 

“Don’t think too highly of yourself. Would he even care about you?” 

“why would you ignore me? Don’t tell me I’m not spending money?” 

the money you spent wasn’t earned by the game’s operator. You spent money to exchange for gold 

coins, so the game’s operator would only earn a bit from your transaction fee. 

that’s right. New world is completely different from other games. Don’t expect any special treatment 

even if you spend money. 

New world was indeed very different from other games. There were no top-up channels. 



There was no membership system. 

Spending money could make the game even more enjoyable, just like how one’s heart could move, and 

one had to buy the best equipment. 

He would buy the strongest skill book, as long as it could be bought with money. 

Even if he couldn’t win in a fight, he could still offer a reward and ask for help. 

but that was all. the operators would not give in-game players extra benefits. 

The game officials only provided a trading platform and would not directly intervene in the transactions. 

A player’s ability in the game was not only related to the amount of in-game purchases, but also the 

player’s operation and luck in the game. 

Just like Zhang Shan, he didn’t spend a single cent, but he was just so awesome. He could easily take on 

a hundred people. 

No matter how awesome the rich big shots were, they were all younger brothers in front of him. 

for an existence like him, he believed that players would have complained to the operators long ago. 

However, he didn’t see the operators lowering his data and equipment. 

He had obtained the equipment and skills with his own strength, so what if he could beat up the rich big 

shots? 

Luck was also a type of strength, or it could be said that luck was the key to top-level strength. 

if he wanted to be stronger than the average player, it was very simple. he just had to spend money. 

However, if he wanted to make a name for himself in the game, it was not enough to just rely on in-

game purchases. He had to rely on hard work and luck in the game. 

in short, spending money in the new world could make you have more fun, but it was far from doing 

whatever you wanted. 

boss, loot the equipment. Even if it’s the normal first clear, the BOSS’s drops shouldn’t be too bad, right? 

not to mention, we’re still in the extreme mode. 

“En, the loot this time is quite good. It’ll all depend on your luck.” 

After Feng Yun realm saw the drops in his bag, he did not continue to tease everyone and immediately 

displayed all the drops. 

He had three red and one orange equipment, one red material, one skill book, and one special item. 

The key was that there was also a piece of a strange axe blade, which seemed to be a divine artifact 

mission item. 

“Holy F * ck, is that a divine artifact? Brother Liu Guan, take a look, that strange axe blade fragment, is it 

a divine artifact mission item? It should be a divine axe.” 



windcloud blade shouted anxiously. 

Zhang Shan could not help but sigh. This time, it was really a big hit. There was really a divine weapon 

mission item. 

[ strange axe blade fragment: this is a strange axe blade fragment with a mysterious aura. Its use is 

unknown. Please take it to the East Capital and ask divine craftsman ou Zi. ] 

It was definitely a divine weapon mission item. It was exactly the same as the description of the strange 

tube he had obtained back then. 

... 

Even the NPC who would trigger the mission had been indicated, unlike the broken ring, which Zhang 

Shan had to search the entire world for. 

yes, it’s a God-tier quest item. It’s the same description as the strange tube I had back then. It’ll depend 

on which Berserker’s luck is good. 

“F * ck, guys, can you not fight with me? I’ll give you guys a big red packet.” 

after hearing zhang shan’s confirmation, windcloud blade immediately pleaded with the other 

berserkers present. 

“Brother Yidao, are you kidding me? this is a divine weapon, something that can’t be bought with 

money. Do you think you can just send us a few red packets? In your dreams, let’s depend on our own 

abilities.” 

that’s right. Who doesn’t want a divine artifact? it all depends on whose face it is. 

There were quite a few Berserkers on the battlefield. Including Windcloud blade, there were a total of 

eight players. 

Everyone was full of desire for a God-tier weapon. Thinking about Zhang Shan, in everyone’s eyes, Zhang 

Shan had relied on a God-tier hand cannon to get to where he was today. 

if zhang shan had not been the first to obtain the first divine weapon, how could he have been so 

successful in the new world? 

If they could also obtain a divine weapon, then wouldn’t they be like Zhang Shan, killing a child with one 

blade, and from then on, they would be able to roam freely in the New World. 

The temptation of a divine weapon was infinite. 

... 

they would not let go of this god-tier quest item, no matter how much money windcloud blade offered. 

They could only roll for it, and everyone would have to rely on their own abilities. 

Even Feng Yun realm did not dare to give such a rare item to anyone. Everything was done according to 

the rules. 



Otherwise, the team would immediately disband. 

don’t just stare at the divine artifact. The other items are not bad either. That special item seems to be 

able to get you a spiritual artifact. 

what’s the point of looking at other things? who would care about spiritual artifacts when there’s a 

divine artifact? ” 

“Boss, let’s roll for this axe fragment first. I can’t wait any longer.” 

“Wait, are you sure this is an axe? what if it’s some other item? we’ll have to roll for it too.” 

“F * ck, are you blind? can’t you see the two big words “axe blade”? How could it not be an axe?” 

 


